
The ultimate in recognisability  
with personalised tube packaging



We innovate and produce tailor-made tube packaging specifically 
for your business. Our craftsmanship results in long-term value 
creation. By working closely with you, we offer solutions that meet  
all your needs and wishes.

Corex Consumer 
Packaging

From food to cosmetics – from beverages to luxury gifts – from 
beauty to homeware. Making your products stand out visually:  
that's our mission and our speciality.

How do we do it? Well, by making personalised and eye-catching 
tubes and cores, precisely in the shape that surpasses expectations. 
From round and brown to attractive and expressive: you can always 
count on the right customised tube packaging. 

And to make your life as practical as possible, we've created a whole 
list of useful solutions, applications and combinations. 

Sustainable solutions from specialists 
created in collaboration with you

Our core
valuesOur journey begins  

with your imagination

www.corexconsumerpackaging.com
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Our tube packaging, the high-quality 
calling card for your product

Do you happen to know which of the five senses is triggered first 
when buying food? Sight! So it's logical that attractive packaging 
makes a world of difference. Strong visuals make your product stand 
out and help it to be picked first from the increasingly crowded 
shelves.

A unique gift, a guilty pleasure or perhaps an impulse buy? Every 
day, you make decisions in a split second based on what you're feel-
ing at that moment ...  The right packaging provokes an emotional 
reaction and plays an important role in the decision-making process. 
Every day, we put our own passion into practice to create packaging 
solutions that help you convey emotion and perception. You design, 
we create, and together we give your target group a product that's 
simply irresistible. 

Not only do we look at the tube design, we also tailor the composi-
tion, suitability and effectiveness to the requirements of your brand 
and product. Let yourself be inspired by our wide range of possibili-
ties and the food segments we operate in!

Personalised paper tubes 
that make a difference

A tube with  
a mission

Food

Non-food

Nutrition

Herbs & 
Spices

Funeral

Bakery

Homeware

Health & 
Beauty

Snack & 
Candy

Beer, Wine & 
Spirits

Coffee & Tea

Creating perception, that's what we stand for. Giving your products 
exactly the look they deserve. Persuading and enticing consumers 
with attractive packaging that helps ensure that your brand stands 
out from the crowd.

Salt &
Sugar
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Options tubes Closure option

Airtight closures

Sprinkle lids

Recessed 
membrane

Plastics

Paper

Metal

One-piece
tube

Two-piece
tubes

Three-piece
tubes

Luxury and sustainability go hand in hand. The three 
tube sections join seamlessly to create a uniform whole. 
This makes for a one hundred percent mono paper-
based solution that simply has no equal. These tubes 
express themselves best in a luxurious setting, where 
they ooze absolute class and exclusivity. The three-
piece tube is handmade, ensuring a finish that lasts. 
This tube excels in terms of creativity, durability and 
appearance. Curious to know what this tube packaging 
can do for your products? Contact us, we'd be delighted 
to show you the possibilities!

Recycled paper makes the difference. If you want an 
extra touch and if the packaging has to offer both 
protection and support, then these tubes are perfect. 
Each tube is: 

• made entirely from recycled paper 
• easy to slide closed and open
• available in various lengths and diameters
• customisable with your own print 

 
Moreover, this type of tube is 100% sustainable and 
ecologically sound as mono packaging material. 
Discover what we have to offer and let's define your 
sustainable look together!

The power of recognition. The packaging icon? Our one-
piece paper tube with custom closures and protection 
options has been setting the standard for years. From 
gift packaging to an airtight solution to guarantee 
freshness: it's all possible! 

Browse through the wide choice of options and, if you 
can't find what you are looking for, be sure to get in 
touch. We're sure to have the solution! 

Easy peel

Wide choice 
of sprinkle 
variations

Available in 
compostable 
alternative

Standard 
closures top & 
bottom
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Nutrition

From instant powders and meal replacements through 
to nutritional supplements . You'll find our solutions 
wherever you look. Not surprising, because our tubes not 
only offer optimal product protection, they are food safe, 
practical and resealable. What's more, our customised 
tubes allow you to give your products the look you want, 
perfectly in line with your branding and positioning. Safe, 
handy and durable don't have to be synonymous with 
boring and monotonous. We prove it day after day with 
our nutrition solutions. You set the tone and define your 
taste: we take care of the packaging.

paper airtight build-up with barrier properties

paper/plastic/metal recessed or easy peel membrane,
push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/plastic/metal airtight bottom closure

1-piece*

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Materials Features

Product specifications 

Food safe,  
practical and 
resealable

08 food - nutrition

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm 
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Herbs & Spices

Want to spice up your products with colour and quality? 
Our fully customisable tubes really let you put your herbs 
and spices in the spotlight. Medicinal, herbs, spices or 
other extracts and flavourings? We have the packaging 
to suit your every need. Tubes that protect guarantee a 
long shelf life and are easy to use. Need a special option, 
a customised spices can lid or cap in your corporate 
colour? With the huge range of options available, our 
team will be delighted to help you find the perfect 
packaging solutions.

Our airtight packaging guarantees the long life of your 
food products, while our designers sit down with you to 
take your packaging to a higher creative level. 

Seasoning 
with the right 
packaging.

11food - herbs & spices

paper airtight build-up with barrier properties

paper/plastic/metal
cork/compostable 

push-in and outer-fit lid, sprinkle lid

paper/plastic/metal standard or airtight bottom closure

1,2 & 3-piece tubes*

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102;  
117/120; 140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure
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Boost your 
product's  
shelf appeal.

Snack & Candy

Do you sell chocolate, mixed nuts, trail mix, or perhaps 
crunchy crisps or colourful candies and liquorice? Great 
taste is one thing, but the packaging also makes a 
difference. You put a lot of time and energy into building 
your brand and, ideally, you want the packaging to 
reinforce it. We ensure snacks and candies are packaged 
to the highest standards, with a guaranteed shelf life and 
perfect food safety. 

But it doesn't stop there. Our tubes are extremely strong, 
durable and really boost your product's shelf appeal. 
Travel packaging or luxury packaging? You can rest easy 
both in technical terms and for ultimate branding and 
appearance: our tubes make the difference. 

12 food - snack & candy

paper
airtight build-up with barrier properties  
or standard

paper/plastic/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/plastic/metal standard or airtight bottom closure

1, 2 & 3-piece tubes*

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standaard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 
117/120; 140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Bakery

Freshly baked biscuits that could use a stylish 
packaging? Crunchy waffles that need to stand out 
from the competition? Or perhaps high-end packaging 
for a delicious breakfast, muesli or granola? Our goal 
is to exceed your expectations with our packaging 
solutions. Our packaging meets all legal standards, is 
BRC-certified, offers optimal protection and has the 
personalisation options that your brand or creation 
needs. Make sure your packaging gives your customers  
a taste for more.  

Make your customers 
lick their lips in 
anticipation with 
irresistible packaging 
solutions.

15food - bakery

paper
airtight build-up with barrier properties  
or standard

paper/plastic/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/metal standard or airtight bottom closure

1, 2 & 3-piece tubes*

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 
140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Salt & Sugar

Salt and sugar, two culinary condiments we love to put 
in well-seasoned packaging. Sweets, sweeteners and all 
kinds of other foodstuffs such as mineral salt or sea salt: 
they hold no secrets for us. With an eye for easy storage 
and stocking, we create the optimal packaging for your 
products. Need a handy spices can, a or spices can lid or 
cap for even better dosing? You name it, our packaging 
specialists are always happy to help you find the perfect 
solution for your product. 

Protection, storage and distribution: these are just three 
basic aspects we take into account when designing your 
packaging. But we don't limit our focus to functionality, it 
needs to be a feast for the eyes, too. We make sure your 
packaging visually stands out from the crowd and triggers 
your customer into action.

16 food - salt & sugar

Protection, 
storage and 
distribution.

paper
airtight build-up with barrier properties  
or standard

paper/plastic push-in and outer-fit lid, sprinkle lid

paper/plastic standard or airtight bottom closure

1,2 & 3-piece tubes*

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 
117/120; 140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Beer, Wine & Spirits

Need a stylish wine tube that enhances the customer 
experience, attractive gift packaging for the holiday 
season or promotional packaging that helps to sell your 
product? We have the perfect tube for your wine, spirit or 
other beverage. 

Give your product an extra touch, ensure optimal 
positioning and persuade your customer not only through 
the taste, but also through the look. With the right 
packaging, you can truly reach out to your most valued 
customers. 

An exclusive look 
and high attention 
packaging. 

19food - beer, wine & spirits

paper with label 100% paper based

paper/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/metal standard bottom closure

1 & 3-piece tubes*

standard

standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73;83/86; 
99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Fresh tea  
leaves or 
coffee beans?

Coffee & Tea

Do your fresh tea leaves or coffee beans need the right 
packaging to retain their unique aroma? Looking for 
beautiful gift packaging for the coffee tin in your coffee 
bar or retail packaging that attracts attention on the 
shelf? You can rely on our tubes for the secure, airtight 
packaging of your coffee or tea specialities. Not only do 
we ensure you have a sturdy multi-layer packaging to 
protect your goods, we also keep your products cool and 
dry. Perfectly airtight packed and ready to be consumed 
with the original taste. From luxury packaging to tubes 
for everyday use: we provide packaging that catches 
the eye and helps give shape to your product image. You 
shouldn't have to settle for anything less than the best. 

20 food - coffee & tea

paper airtight build-up with barrier properties 

paper/plastic/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/metal standard or airtight bottom closure

1 & 2-piece tubes*

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86;  
99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Homeware

Looking for a beautiful design case for your luxury 
scented candle? Or packaging that gives your incense 
sticks that bit of extra style? From soap packaging to 
exclusive tubes that make that home fragrance even more 
desirable: we provide the finishing touch. We have a wide 
range of appealing tubes for candles and other products 
in all styles and colours. Packaging that supports 
beautiful interior decoration, whether as a gift or for your 
own home. Pure indulgence for the home, with the right 
packaging. 

That bit of  
extra style.

23non food - homecare

paper
airtight build-up with barrier properties  
or standard

paper/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

paper/metal standard bottom closure

1,2 & 3-piece tubes*

standard

standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 8/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 
140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Health & Beauty

Pills, powders, capsules, deodorants or vitamins? With 
the right tube, your product can attract the attention it 
deserves. In the perfumery shop, the pharmacy or the 
supermarket? Our packaging feels at home everywhere. 
Our sustainable packaging stands out, is sturdy and 
durable. Recycled paper, fat-free and refillable? Our 
100% paper tubes are sure to exceed your expectations. 
Increase the appeal of your product. 

Luxurious, ecological or both? Our tubes match your 
products perfectly for health, wellness and well-being.

24 non food - health & beauty

Our tubes 
always come  
in handy.

paper

paper/metal push-in and outer-fit lid

100% paper based

paper/metal standard bottom closure

1,2 & 3-piece tubes*

standard

standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 1-piece: 73, 84, 99, 117 mm | Standard diameters 2-piece: 28/30; 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 
117/120; 140/143  | Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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Funeral

Would you like to add a personal touch to scattering 
the ashes of a loved one, or preserving the ashes in a 
special way to remember your soul mate every day? 
Our scattering tubes personalise the mourning process, 
are durable and are made from recycled material. They 
ensure that your loved one is always nearby, giving you 
peace in your sadness through beautiful memories. 
With an attractive print, you can create a touching and 
wonderful memento. 

Create a touching 
and wonderful 
memento.

27non food - funeral

paper 100% paper based

paper paper sprinkle lid

paper paper

3-piece tube*

standard

standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications  

Body

Base

Closure

*Standard diameters 3-piece: 38/40; 45/47; 51/53; 61/63; 71/73; 83/86; 99/102; 117/120; 140/143
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For all your creative outbursts, our tubes are 
the perfect partner in crime. Below we've 
listed a host of solutions that we previously 
had the pleasure of developing for our 
customers. Wondering where all these ideas 
came from? Out of the box!

Did you know that our range of tubes also 
includes packaging for toys, DIY products, 
firelighters and other related packaging? 
Do you have a crazy idea, a fun product and 
are you looking for attractive and surprising 
packaging? We are here for you!

For the creative mind, 
the designer, 
the person  
with great ideas.

push-in many options

paper/plastic/metal/cork push-in and outer-fit lid, sprinkle lid

paper/plastic/metal standard or airtight bottom closure

1,2 & 3-piece of tubes 
many options

airtight or standard

airtight or standard

Type of tube Material Features

Product specifications 

Body

Base

Closure
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Fast, flexible and customised: these are just three key terms that 
typify our approach and service. The working method of a family 
business on a global scale. A company that wants to grow with you, 
that stays close and really listens to your issues and needs in order to 
translate them into creative packaging solutions. As a specialist, we 
keep our finger on the pulse, think with you and not for you, and add 
value to your product. Irrespective of the sector or your business.  
Our team of experts are quick to be on the same wavelength and 
provide you with the appropriate packaging. Time and again! 

Creating perception, that's what we stand for. Giving your products 
exactly the look they deserve. Persuading and enticing consumers 
with attractive packaging that helps ensure that your brand stands 
out from the crowd. Day after day, we want to demonstrate that 
appearance and go hand in hand in a sustainable way. We simply 
strive for the ideal packaging that leaves no room for concessions, 
whatever the challenge, with an eye for sustainability. Packaging 
that deserves to be showcased!

About Corex  
Group

The working method 
of a family business 
on a global scale

The advantages of a flexible player in the consumer 
packaging market, supported by the strength of a globally 
active group that knows its way in the world of packaging.
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Corex® is a member of 

Questions? 
Do you have an idea? 
Contact us!

Corex® Nederland BV 
Consumer Packaging

Nijverheidsstraat 9
7641AB, Wierden
Nederland
   
T +31 546 575 075
info.nl@corexgroup.nl 
www.corexconsumerpackaging.com  


